
2010 CABERNET SAUVIGNON

James Halliday Wine Companion
James Halliday
94 Points

A pure red- and black-fruited expression of the variety and the region, with crushed leaf and
cedary oak in harmony with the fruit; full-bodied and brooding on the palate, the essency fruit
drives through the layers of tannins and charry oak to a long and harmonious finish.

Jancis Robinson.com
Julia Harding MW
17.5

Mostly Wilyabrup and some Yalingup fruit. Gorgeous dark-fruit aroma. Great fruit purity and
intense cassis. Merest hint of leafiness. Lovely paper-fine powdery tannins. Super-dry finesse and
drinkable even though still terribly young. Dark and coaly (ie dry, savoury and fine-grained) but
elegant and aromatic. Drink 2015-2025

Jeremy Oliver
Jeremy Oliver
95 points

Finely balanced, this long-term cabernet has a sweet, cedary perfume of deeply aromatic dark
berries and cherries, blue flowers and spicy cedar/chocolate/vanilla oak. It's long, measured and
elegant, seamlessly integrating its pristine fruit with faintly smoky, cedary oak and firmish al dente
tannins before finishing long, supple and tightly focused, with a lingering savoury note of dark
olive.

Top 100 Australian Reds
Ray Jordan
95 points

triking varietal Margaret River cabernet is a feature of this out outstanding wine. Packs super-
concentrated cabernet with its deep blackcurrant and leafy mineral and light black olive influences.
The palate is firm and tightly wound with tannin and oak. A substantial cabernet with long-term
cellaring an option here.
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The Daily Telegraph
Tony Love
5 out of 5

"From one of the best in the west, this cabernet is a benchmark. Some might argue the
Heytesbury at $80+ is more so. It has warm-hearted, pure black berried aromas, enriching, elegant
cabernet, with fine, velvet-gloved tannins, wonderfully textured from palate to finish. Beautiful."

JamesSuckling.com
James Suckling
92 points

A minerally and beautiful wine with blueberry, blackberry and stone character. Full to medium
body, firm and silky finish. Linear and racy. Screw cap. Just opening now.
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